
Team: ________________________________  Total Score: ________/66 
 
 Start Time: ___________  End Time: ___________ 

Lone Star Chapter, BMW Car Club of America 

Gimmick Rally 2021 

Overview 
The Gimmick Rally for 2021 is designed to take you through some of the country side and then lead you back into town.  

You will travel through some small cities looking for clues along the way.  The clues given could be riddles or things you 

can find along the road side (permanent or semi-permanent, but no election signs or yard sales signs).  Some places you 

will need to get out of your vehicle to search out the answers either due to road conditions or the location that requires 

getting closer to signs.  There will be plenty of places to stop along the way to have a break (2021 – there are long 

distances between cities with rest stops).  The route will avoid Interstates so be patient as you travel the route – there 

will be people and there will be stop lights.   

The route will be obvious and hopefully clear in the instructions – we are not trying to get you lost and there are no 

“tricks” to get you off the route.   

This year’s rally will have a few more general rules – there will be a time limit to the event (1:30p-6:00p) but the end 

time will be based on the first car’s arrival.  Due to the time of the year, the sun may set in your eyes as you are looking 

for clues.  The overall route is about 190 miles and the Google time estimate is 3 hours and 39 minutes outside of finding 

the Gimmicks.  For every 10 minutes past the 4.5 hours (or after the first arrival), you will lose 1 successful gimmick from 

your score, maximum penalty of 5.  Teams will leave as a scramble once instructions are completed.  The instructions 

will mark the ¼, ½ and ¾ distance markers to the finish line.   

Instructions 
Each vehicle requires a driver and a navigator.  There are parts of the route that have people walking across the road 

and the driver must be aware at all times.   

 Indicates routing instructions.  Follow all of these symbols accurately to remain on the appropriate route. 

Indicates a gimmick or scavenger hunt item.  This will be placed between routing instructions in the order in 

which they can be found.  Gimmicks, with this symbol by itself, will be found along the driving route.  Each 

Gimmick is worth 1 point.  Only the first instance of an answer should be used as the final single answer. 

Questions that pertain to gimmick in the same location will only have one gimmick symbol. 

Indicates a gimmick or scavenger hunt item that only be found by wandering slightly off-route.  For 

example, you:  

• May be required to follow signs to a nearby attraction or designated stop 

• May need to enter a park and look for a clue 

• May need to drive around a small town looking for a building or a sign 

There can be up-to 2 check points along the route.  The check point arrival times will used to break any ties.  

In the event that you need to get in touch with the organizer, please call 817-999-0078.  

 = Tourist attractions/highlights  
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Starting Point: Sweetie Pies Ribeyes (201 W Main St, Decatur, TX 76234). 

Now that you are full from lunch, let’s walk a little bit of it off. Look around the Courthouse square for the following 

clues. You may want to limit yourself to about 30 minutes to search for the clues.  

1.  Get your custom hats and fedoras here ___________ 

2. Going up the ____________   ______________ in 1867.  

3. Bart and Lisa might have joined forces: ___________ & ____________ _________ ____ _____ 

4. The original law firm of McMurray and Getty’s is now ________ _________ _________________ 

5. DHS Alumnus 1964 USA Bronze Star ___________  ____  ____________ Jr 

6. This might be the right place for art: _____ __________ _________ _____ 

7.  Decaur was originally going to be called ____________________ after the current President 

8. What’s missing in this photo (please take a photo of it when you find it):  

 

9. These red items commonly hanging out at the corner are from Oskaloosa, Iowa were cast in ____________ 
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  Now that you have worked off some lunch, navigate your vehicle to 
head north on FM 730 (the Trinity Street Coffee Bar should be on your right 
at you head north – see image to the right).   

10.   _______________  _______________  _______________ 
Memorial Park 

 

11.  ___________  ___________________  

12.  ___________________ Brothers have some homes available for you 

13.  This creek might have water running through it but it is _________________ 

14.  While it says it’s open, I don’t think you can get your _____________ tires here.  

15.  This ranch has Joy & __________ (1980) 

16.     ___________ N ______________ Ranch 

17.  ________________ Creek Taxidermy 

  Left onto FM 455.   
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18.  Forestburg ____ 

19.  Historical Marker 586: _________________ __________ ___________ ________ Crossing and  

20.   It was _______ miles long 

21.  This road can occasionally be seen:  ____________ Seen Rd 

22.  It might be Dynamite: ______ _____________ 

23.  The First State Bank is now _____________ ______________ __________________ 

  Turn Left to follow FM-455 at the Stop Sign 

  Turn Right onto FM-677 (toward St Jo) 

 

24.  These mounds might need some new color:  ________________________________ 

  Turn Right onto FM-1630 

  Turn Left onto FM-373 

 

25.  What is not permitted inside the Muenster City Limit without a permit?  _______________________ 

 Turn right onto US-82/E Division St.  Find a gas station you like but don’t pass the Exxon station on the right 

(Bayers Bakerei - 824 E Division St, Muenster, TX 76252); Take a break, get gas, stretch a little.   

 Turn back toward FM 373/N Main St; Make a Right turn onto N Main St (heading toward the Windmills) 

26.   What happens on the last weekend in April? ___________________ 

27.  ____________________ is the Best Medicine 

28.  At ______ ____________ _______ you can get Flowers & Tuxedos, Photos, Insurance, and Hair cuts 

29.   Ken & Aggie are hosting friends on Saturdays, 10-4 at _______________ _____________ 
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30.  Adopted by ____________ ____________ ______________ 

31.  Little balls might fly faster than this going up the hill:  _______________ Hill __________ _________ 

You are at the ¼ point in the route. 

32.  You can make some interesting boots with this color but maybe its time for some wine: 

________ ________________ _____________ 

33.  __________ ___________ Cycle Trails 

 Merge Northbound onto FM-677 (toward Illinois Bend).   

 Right Turn to continue on FM-677 (NOT Spur 677, but at the Intersection of 2954 and 677) 

34.  When crossing the Red River you are on the _________________ Bridge 

35.  You are now North on ______ 

 U-Turn at Grant Rd 

36.  ________________ United Methodist  

37.  Only ____ miles to Nocona 

 Right onto FM-2954 

 Right onto FM-103 toward Spanish Fort 

38.  _____ River Ranch 

 Right onto Spur 103  

39. This was the site of the ______ (date) ______________ victory over Spain 

 U-Turn at the end of the street (or Left turn from the Historical Marker) 

40.  The high school was established in _______ 
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41.  Ms. Mitchell’s first name is ________________ 

42.  Historical Marker 3608 – Field’s Name: __________ _________ 

43.  Fire was doused by nationally-famed oil well fire fighter ______ ________________  

44. This field was expected to produce ________________ barrels 

45.  What sign face is missing?  ________________________ 

 

46.  Population _________ 

You are at the ½ way point of the route. 

47.   You can’t buy a new car here, but the cars here look like new: ____________________ 

48.  Martindale Feed Mill (MFM) is also known as: _____________ ________ _________ 
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 Right turn onto US-82; move to Left Turn lane after turn.   

 Immediate Left at next light to take TX-175 South (Montague St) (turn signal just after you turned onto US-82) 

49.  Triple _____ Collison 

50.  What can’t you afford?  ______________ 

(Travel zone here – enjoy the scenery until Montague) 

 Left turn onto FM-455 toward Forestburg  

51.  Duck at rest: ____________ ___________ 

52.  While we have been ranching, _____________ Farm has been growing vegetables.  

 Right turn onto FM-1749 

53.  We are heading toward ___________ 

54.  “____” Line (Red box) 

 At the 4-way stop, go straight, it turns into TX-101 

55.  “3-____ Storage”  

 In Chico, bear left to continue South on 101 (not the Business 101). You are at the ¾ point in the route. 

56.  _________________ Bridgeport Plant 

57.  This materials company might not be selling rubber:  ___________________ 

 At the stop light for the intersection of 114, 380 and 101, continue straight to join 114 East.   

58.  Chuck might be known for his movie and Karate skills not his _________, _________ & _________ 

59.  When your teeth are hurting, it might be smart to visit ________________ _________ 
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 At the “T” intersection with a stop light (Loop 373), turn Right to continue on 114 East 

60.  Maxum sells what? _________________ 

61.    ___________________ 

62.  Need a pond in your front yard?  ____________________ 

63.  South __.___. ______ to Springtown 

64.  If Werewolves suddenly appear, we can find some help at __________ ________ ________ & ______ 

65.   You might not find just cats & dogs here: _____________ __________ _________ 

 Right onto 287 South 

 Exit 114 East 

66.  TxDot Test Section ________ 

 Texas Motor Speedway, opened in Feb 1996.   

 Buckeye’s Fort Worth: Crazy big gas station with loads of restrooms and interesting tourist gimmicks 

 Right onto Business 114 in Roanoke (Follow signage for Hawaiian Falls) 

 Right onto Oak street just past the underpass of the RR tracks 
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 Follow two (2) round-abouts and start looking for parking to visit Jack & Grill (301 S Oak St Ste 200, Roanoke, TX 

76262) on the right-hand side (west side) just past Hard8.  Outdoor and indoor seating.  

 

On behalf of the Lone Star BMW Car Club of America, thank you for participating in the 2021 Gimmick Rally.  We hope 

you have enjoyed some of North Texas roads and learned a little more about our history along the way.  

 

Raymond Mimick 


